
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 6, pp. 349 { 354 c 2012 March 25Transport coe�cients of soft sphere uid at high densitiesYu.D. Fomin1), V.V.Brazhkin, V.N.RyzhovInstitute for High Pressure Physics RAS, 142190 Troitsk, RussiaSubmitted 31 January 2012Resubmitted 10 February 2012Molecular dynamics computer simulation has been used to compute in wide pressure{temperature regionthe self-di�usion coe�cient and shear viscosity of soft-sphere uids, in which the particles interact through theinverse power pair potential. The limitations of the previous empirical approaches and models for the descrip-tion of the kinetic coe�cients is shown. On the basis of the simulations the universal functions for di�usioncoe�cient and shear viscosity of soft spheres are constructed which allow to compute these quantities for anydensity and temperature. We show that the behavior of shear viscosity at high temperatures is more complexthan the one of di�usion coe�cient and give quantitative explanation of this result.Knowledge of transport properties of matter at highpressures and high temperatures is extremely impor-tant. One of obvious examples of liquid at high pressureand high temperature is Earth outer core which is sup-posed to be liquid. However, nowadays it is not possibleto carry out any experiments at such extreme conditions.The extreme conditions region is also hard for theoret-ical investigations and simulation studies. Importantly,all theoretical models are developed for normal condi-tions, and we can never be sure that the same modelsare applicable at high pressure and temperature. Bas-ing on this speculation it becomes important to carry outa systematic study of some simple model in wide rangeof pressures and temperatures in order to see the mostimportant e�ects induced by pressure and temperature.Such investigation will give a solid base for studies ofmore complex and more realistic systems.In this work we choose a soft spheres system as ageneric model for high pressure atomic systems. Thissystem is de�ned by the interaction potentialU(r) = "��r �n ; (1)where " and � are energy and length scales. This sys-tem is convenient for our goals since its thermodynamicquantities follow well known scaling laws [1{5]). Animportant consequence of this scaling is that the softspheres phase diagram is one dimensional, and it isknown at all temperatures. This allows us to carry outsimulations up to very high temperatures and pressuresbeing sure that the system is in stable liquid phase.Obviously, soft sphere system is a toy model of areal liquid. However, at high pressures and tempera-tures the behavior of substances is mostly governed byrepulsive cores atoms. This makes soft spheres one of1)e-mail: fomin314@mail.ru

the simplest qualitative models of matter at extremelyhigh temperatures and pressures.It is well known that the thermodynamic propertiesof the soft-sphere system can be expressed in terms ofa reduced parameter,  = ��3(kBT=")�3=n, where � isthe reduced number density (� = N=V , for N particlesin volume V ), kB is Boltzmann's constant and T is thetemperature (Klein theorem [1{3]). It may be shown[1{5] that the following scaling laws are valid along themelting line (we skip the Boltzmann constant in the for-mulas below for the sake of brevity):T = V0 � TT0��3=n ; (2)P = P0 � TT0�1+3=n ; (3)where V0, T0 and P0 are some arbitrary values of volume,temperature and pressure.The exponents in (2) and (3) were known before(see, for example, [3]). However, in [5] the method wasdeveloped which can be applied to any physical quan-tity of the form F = hf(qi; pi; t)i under the transforma-tion which preserves the form of Hamiltonian equations.This transformation conserves geometric relations on aphase trajectory, thereby preserving the scaling of theindividual trajectories of each of the N particles and,hence, it conserves the multiphase nature of the wholesystem. The simplest example of a phase equilibriumcurve is the two-phase melting curve. Using the Green{Kubo relation for the di�usion D = 13 R10 hv(t)v(0)idt,it may be shown, that:D � T 1=2�1=n;D � P n�22(n+3) : (4)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012 349



350 Yu.D. Fomin, V. V.Brazhkin, V.N. RyzhovSimilarly, the viscosity has the form:� = 1V kBT Z 10 h�xy(t)�xy(0)idt; (5)where �xy is a stress tensor component. In this case onecan derive the scaling relations for viscosity:� � P n+42n+6 ; � � T n+42n : (6)Below we show that transport properties of softspheres { di�usion coe�cient and shear viscosity { canbe transformed to fall in the same master curve and con-struct the �tting functions to these curves.In our simulations we use the soft sphere potential(1) with n = 12. The potential is cut at the distancerc = 2:5 as in standard simulations of Lennard{Jonessystems. Reduced units (" = 1 and � = 1) are used inthe paper.For calculation of the transport properties of softspheres the system of 1000 particles was simulated inthe microcanonical (constant N , V and E) ensemble.Equations of motion were integrated by the velocity Ver-let algorithm. The equilibration time was set to 5 � 105time steps and the production time { 3:5 � 106 steps.The time step we used was dt = 0:0005. During equi-libration the velocity rescaling was applied to keep thetemperature constant. During the production cycle, theNV E-ensemble was used. The di�usion coe�cient wascalculated from the mean square displacement via Ein-stein relation, while the viscosity was determined by theintegration of the stress correlation function (Eq. (5)) [6].Many data points were simulated in order to getgood statistics on the di�usion coe�cient and viscosityof the system independently on any scaling assumptions.The data were collected along the isotherm T = 1:0, aset of eleven isochors (� = 0:65; 0.95; 1.15; 1.51; 2.43;2.69; 2.89; 3.06; 3.2; 3.33; 3.44) and along the meltingline. The temperature along isochors was varied fromthe melting temperature up to Tmax = 100:0.As we saw above, there are some reasons to thinkthat soft spheres transport coe�cients follow some scal-ing law. Furthermore, even if it is valid we are not awarewith any calculations of coe�cients of the scaling func-tions in literature. Here we analyze our set of data fordi�usion coe�cient and viscosity of soft spheres withn = 12 and construct universal functions for theirs de-scription. These universal functions are used to analyzethe transport coe�cients behavior under extreme condi-tions { at high temperatures and high pressures whichis the topic which did not get su�cient attention in theliterature.The transport properties of soft spheres system werewidely studied by many authors. The most intensive in-

vestigations were carried out by D.M. Heyes and A.C.Bra�nka, whose main results are summarized in [7]. Bas-ing on theirs results these authors proposed the approx-imation formulas for the di�usivity of soft spheres.In D.M. Heyes and A.C. Bra�nka publications theystudied only one isotherm with T = 1:0. In order to ob-tain the di�usion coe�cient and viscosity for other ��Tpoints they propose to use the values with the same as at T = 1:0 isotherm. However, the validity of thisassumption is questionable. Furthermore, it is not clearfrom [7] which function of di�usion and shear viscos-ity one should consider as invariant at constant : pureD and � or D(kBT )2=n and �(kBT )2=n . As a result even ifextremely detailed study was carried out along a singleisotherm it is di�cult to generalize these results to othertemperatures.As we discussed in above, for the case of thermo-dynamic quantities the scaling rule de�nes the behaviorof nonideal part of the quantity. One can expect thatwe should seek for an universal function for transportproperties in terms of nonideal part.In order to exclude the ideal gas contribution fromthe di�usion coe�cient and shear viscosity of softspheres we do the following procedure. It is well knownfrom kinetic theory of gases that the di�usion coe�cientof gases is proportional to T 1=2=(��21) and viscosity isproportional to T 1=2=�21 where �1 is the size of the par-ticles (do not confuse with the soft spheres potentialparameter �!) [8]. Basing on this fact one can supposethat the quantities D ��21T 1=2 and � �21T 1=2 are universal.Figs. 1a and b show the di�usion coe�cient and shearviscosity divided by the kinetic theory ones as func-tions of soft spheres parameter  for a large set of datapoints which includes melting line, several isochors andisotherm T = 1:0. The size of the particles �1 was com-puted as the location of the �rst peak of radial distri-bution function. It is evident from these �gures thatdi�usion coe�cient and shear viscosity do demonstrateuniversal behavior in this representation.In [9] it was shown that for soft spheres with n = 12the location of the �rst maximum of radial distributionfunction at constant  follows the relation �1 � T�1=12.Using this relation one can rewrite the universal func-tions of di�usion coe�cient and viscosity in the form~D = D �T 2=3 and ~� = �=T 2=3. The corresponding plotsare given in Figs. 2a and b 2).2)These expressions for the universal functions of di�usion co-e�cient and viscosity were already reported in [10]. However,the conclusions of this publication were based on the reduction ofNewton motion equations. However, it may be shown that thisprocedure can not be considered as self consistent.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 1. Universality of (a) di�usion coe�cient and (b) shearviscosity reduced by the kinetic theory onesTaking into account the universality of the functionsD�=T 2=3 and �=T 2=3 for soft spheres with n = 12 onecan construct some approximative formulas for thesequantities. This would allow to �nd the di�usion co-e�cient and shear viscosity for any given density andtemperature.Examining the phenomenological formulas from [7]we �nd that they describe the system qualitatively, how-ever, they show large errors in the case of quantitativecomparison. We propose to approximate both di�usioncoe�cient and shear viscosity by polynomial of 8-th or-der: D�T 2=3 = k=8Xk=0 bkk (7)and �T 2=3 = k=8Xk=0 ckk: (8)The coe�cients bk and ck are given in Table.

Fig. 2. Universality of (a) di�usion coe�cient and (b) shearviscosity scaled in accordance with the kinetic theory with�1 � T�1=12Several equations of state were proposed in literature[11]. However, none of them give good description ofsimulation data in wide range of  parameters. In publi-cation [7] the problem of equation of state was discussedbriey, and it was proposed that 4-th order polynomialapproximation of Z = P�kBT �1 can be su�cient. In ourwork we use 8-th order polynomial to be consistent withthe transport coe�cients approximation:P�kBT = k=8Xk=0 dkk: (9)Coe�cients dk are given in Table.An intermediate conclusion is that we have con-structed �tting functions for equation of state, di�u-sion coe�cient and shear viscosity of soft spheres withn = 12.As was stated above, soft spheres can serve as ageneric model for studying properties of atomic systemsat high pressures and high temperatures. Using theapproximations proposed above we can carry out de-tailed studies of transport coe�cients of soft spheres at�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



352 Yu.D. Fomin, V. V.Brazhkin, V.N. RyzhovFitting parameters for D�=T 2=3 (Eq. 7), �=T 2=3 (Eq. 8)and compressibility Z = P=�kBT (Eq. 9)k bk ck dk0 0.20826 0.09213 1.01 0.00151 0.36805 2.733842 �0:50037 5.74477 0.611913 0.77922 �55:19641 25.551624 1.0733 222.45565 �73:445595 �6:40928 �461:66584 142.911816 9.58519 529.4369 �149:029367 �6:16766 �316:90574 81.745458 1.4866 78.27714 �18:29821arbitrary temperatures and pressures. Below we dis-cuss some examples of interesting soft spheres behav-ior. These results can be generalized to more complexsystems including the models for simulation and exper-imental systems.The �rst point we would like to discuss is relatedto the behavior of transport coe�cients along isochors.As we found in our simulations, the viscosity along anisochor develops a minimum. (Fig. 3a). At the same

Fig. 3. Viscosity (a) and di�usion coe�cient (b) along� = 1:51 isochor. Continuous lines { from Eqs. (7), (8),symbols { simulation resultstime di�usion coe�cient is monotonous along isochors.Figs. 3a and b give examples of the transport coe�cients

along isochor � = 1:51. Other isochors look qualita-tively the same. The location of viscosity minimum cor-responds to  = 0:734.A possibility of viscosity minimum was mentionedby Rosenfeld [12]. However, a strict explanation of thisminimum was not given in this publication. To ex-plain this viscosity minimum we use the following rea-soning. If we consider the viscosity as an integral overthe stress correlation function (Eq. (5)), we can split itto the three contributions: kinetic{kinetic (kk), kinetic{potential (kp) and potential{potential (pp)[6, 13]:� = Z 10 Ckk(t)dt+ Z 10 Ckp(t)dt + Z 10 Cpp(t)dt;(10)whereCkk(t) = m2�NkBT NXi=1 NXj=1hvx;i(0)vy;i(0)vx;j(y)vy;j(y)i;(11)where vx;i(t) denotes x component of the velocity of theparticle i at time t,Cpk(t) = 2m�NkBT NXi=1 NXj=1 NXk=1;k 6=jhvx;i(0)vy;i(0)� (12)� xjk(t)yjk(t)rjk(t)2 F [rjk(t)]i;where xjk(t) and yjk(t) are Cartesian components ofrjk(t) and F (r) = �r2 @�[r]@r { force between particles jand k.FinallyCpp(t)= �NkBT NXi=1 NXj=1;j 6=iXk=1 NXl=1;l6=khxij(0)yij(0)rij(0)2 �� F [rij(0)]xkl(t)ykl(t)rkl(t)2 F [rkl(t)]i: (13)One can expect [12, 14] that close to the meltingline the main contribution to the viscosity comes fromthe potential{potential correlation, while at high tem-peratures the kinetic{kinetic part should be dominant.Having the pp-correlation decreasing and the kk one in-creasing, one can expect that a crossover between theseregimes appears which brings to a minimum on the totalviscosity curve.In order to verify this suggestion we carried out thecalculations of the di�erent contributions to the viscos-ity for the density � = 1:51 and a set of temperatures(Fig. 4). As one can see from this �gure the suggestion�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 4. Di�erent contributions to viscosity as a functionof pressure and temperature along the isochore � == 1:51. Continuous line { viscosity from Eq. (8) cir-cles { full viscosity (Eq. (5)), up triangles { pp-contribution(Eq. (13)), down triangles { kk-contribution (Eq. (11)) anddiamonds { kp-contribution (Eq. (12))is correct: while the pp-contribution decreases with in-creasing temperature both the kk and kp ones increase.Because of this one can expect the further increase ofthe viscosity with increasing temperature.Note that the qualitative behavior of viscosity alongisochors preserves the same form for more complex sys-tems where the �tting formulas (Eqs. (7{9)) can not beapplied [15, 16].Recently [15, 16] it was shown that the existence ofthe minima on the temperature dependance of the vis-cosity is related with the crossover of the dynamic line(Frenkel line) which separates the rigid and non-rigidstates of a liquid.In [7] the authors claim that ��1 behaves qualita-tively analogous to D. In the present study we observethe qualitative di�erence in the behavior of the di�u-sion coe�cient and inverse viscosity: the di�usion co-e�cient is monotonous function of temperature whileviscosity passes through a minimum (inverse viscositypasses through a maximum).From the above discussion, we conclude that thechange in the qualitative behavior of viscosity is relatedto the crossover from the potential dominated to kineticdominated regimes.If we apply the same Green{Kubo formalism to di�u-sion coe�cient we obtain: D = 13 R10 hv(�)v(0)idt. Onecan see that this corresponds to the kk-term in viscositycalculations. This means that di�usion coe�cients is to-tally de�ned by kinetic term only which monotonicallyincreases with temperature.

The second point to be discussed here is related tobehavior of the transport coe�cients at high pressures.Experiments by Gulik [17] proposed that at su�cientlyhigh densities shear viscosity and inverse di�usion coef-�cient are almost linear functions of pressure if consid-ered along isotherms. This idea was used later in [7].However, this approach has obvious limitations. For ex-ample, if we consider a liquid close to the glass transitionline the di�usivity is negligibly small and therefore theinverse di�usivity is divergent at �nite pressure whichis inconsistent with linear law. Although one can expectthat the linear relation between shear viscosity and in-verse di�usion coe�cient as a function of pressure canheld true at high enough densities but far from glasstransition point, i.e., the dependence is almost linearonly in some intermediate pressures range. In Figs. 5aand b the shear viscosity and inverse di�usion coe�cient

Fig. 5. Viscosity (a) and inverse di�usion coe�cient (b)along T = 10:0 isotherm. The insets enlarge the low pres-sure regionare shown calculated via Eqs. (7){(9) along T = 10:0isotherm. One can clearly see from these �gures thatthe curves do become almost linear at su�ciently highpressures. However, on further increasing the pressurean obvious deviation from linearity is observed.Having in mind the discussion described above onecan speculate on the applicability of linear relation be-8 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



354 Yu.D. Fomin, V. V.Brazhkin, V.N. Ryzhovtween shear viscosity and inverse di�usion coe�cient inreal liquids. In Gulik's paper [17] mostly simple liquids(neon, argon, krypton and some more) were considered.These liquids are di�cult to supercool and vitrify in ex-periment and therefore linearity can be observed. How-ever, if one considers some liquids which are easy toglassify (for instance, glycerol) one should not observelinear transport coe�cients behavior as a function ofpressure. This qualitative picture corresponds to exper-imental observations.In conclusion, the paper discusses the transportproperties of soft spheres at high densities. The softspheres system can be considered as a generic systemto study atomic substances at high pressures and tem-peratures. This topic is important for understanding ofmany fundamental questions ranging from Geophysicsand Physics of planets till industrial applications. How-ever, because of both experimental and theoretical dif-�culties this topic did not have much attention in theliterature.Basing on our simulation results we construct theuniversal functions for di�usion coe�cient and shearviscosity of soft spheres which allow to compute thesequantities for any given density � and temperature T .Using these approximations we show that the behaviorof shear viscosity at high temperatures is more complexthen the one of di�usion coe�cient and give the expla-nation of this phenomena. We also consider the pressuredependence of the transport coe�cients of soft spheresand �nd the bend from linear behavior of shear viscosityand inverse di�usivity proposed in literature.We thank S.M. Stishov, E.E.Tareyeva, andA.G. Lyapin for stimulating discussions. Y.F. thanksthe Joint Supercomputing Center of the Russian Acad-emy of Sciences for computational power. The work
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